
The impressive cleaning performance of FloorZilla hybrid cleaning pads has numerous 

positive eff ects Cleaning experts can save on time and costs, and, due to the pads’ gentle cleaning properties, have a 

sustainable positive impact on the quality of the floors being cleaned. When used in combination with rotating and oscil-

lating monodisc machines as well as scrubber dryers, FloorZilla’s special structure cleans floors 

eff ectively and cost-effi  ciently without causing any impairment or damage to the surfaces. And it does all of this 100% 

chemical-free. Sustainable production, developed and manufactured in Germany.

Frightfully strong – 
FloorZilla hybrid cleaning pads

Unleash the power of FloorZilla.

Get information here - quick and easy:

FloorZilla is eff ective, cost-effi  cient 

and impresses thanks to its extremely 

long service life. Let our 

starter kit convince you 

under www.floorzilla.de.

100% 
chemical-free 

Longer 
service life:

up to 50,000 m²

Higher cleaning 
performance, gentle to 

floors

Increased 
cost-effi  ciency

Made of recycled 
material.
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Concentrated power and competence



FloorZilla Cleaning pad

FloorZilla hybrid green

FloorZilla hybrid yellow

FloorZilla hybrid red

FloorZilla hybrid black

Product information 
FloorZilla hybrid  
green, yellow, red, black

Floors

FloorZilla hybrid is suitable for use on both hard and resilient 

flooring:

VreactiV technology

Deep-cleaning but also gentle: The unique VreactiV  

technology cleans floors efficiently and is gentle to surfac-

es. Due to its specially developed 3-layer structure, contact 

pressure is distributed in the FloorZilla hybrid cleaning pads 

efficiently and evenly across the 3D active surface. This contains 

SiC microgranules, held in a flexible binding, which remove dirt 

efficiently and gently. Let our VreactiV technology impress you!

Higher contact pressure

The five 3D active elements in FloorZilla hybrid cleaning pads 

not only mean optimum pressure distribution, but also ensure a 

higher contact pressure. The raised 3D active elements allow for 

300% higher contact pressure and can therefore remove even 

the strongest, most persistent dirt.

Use with floor cleaning machines 

FloorZilla cleaning pads are suitable for use  

with oscillating and rotating monodisc  

machines as well as scrubber dryers.

Sustainable cleaning in every particular

With FloorZilla, cleaning experts make a sustainable 

contribution to protecting the environment, then 

FloorZilla hybrid cleaning pads remove dirt com-

pletely without the use of chemicals. Water con-

sumption is reduced by up to 70% compared to oth-

er cleaning pads. This sustainable cleaning process 

is made possible by the special VreactiV technology. 

This also ensures an extremely long service life and 

a therefore particularly durable product made from 

recycled PUR foam.

Visit us on our social channels:

Product details

Height approx. 20 mm

Diameter 8 -20 inches

Material Nonwoven fibres, foam material

Number of pieces 3 pcs (sales unit)

Optimum use
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- Natural stone

- Terrazzo

- Marble

- Screed/concrete

- Epoxy

- Industrial flooring

- Polyurethane

- PVC
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